As with many events this spring, the format looks a little different. Unfortunately, we weren’t able to have our traditional Honors Night Ceremony in the gym with the culinary students’ delightful snacks and the regular pomp and circumstance that goes along with an awards ceremony. However, we would like to recognize the outstanding junior high and high school students that have worked so hard this year. Congratulations on a successful school year and for your adaption to distance learning! Please congratulate these students!

**ART:**

**High School:** Afton Kelley

I don’t have the words to express how privileged I am to have such an amazing student. Afton is always looking for ways to grow and strengthen her skills. She pushes herself out of her comfort zone and therefore is growing each and every day! She is not only an outstanding artist, she exemplifies many traits for an outstanding student all across the board. She is reliable, trustworthy, and is often the loudest in the crowd cheering at school functions. Congratulations Afton I have no doubts that you will go on and do amazing things in this world!

**Jr. High Student:** Juliana Schiele

Juliana is such an outstanding person through and through! She is an amazing example to her classmates and I can always count on her to encourage them to do the right thing! Juliana is always striving to gain new skills as an artist and pushes herself to grow. I’m so excited to see how she develops as a young lady and as an artist in the years to come!

---

**YEARBOOK**

**High School Student:** Alex Delgado

Anytime I needed photos taken or a page completed, Alex was there to help out.

---

**MATH:**

**High School Student:** Mickayla VanNatter

Mickayla chose to challenge herself throughout her high school career in math by taking classes such as 1400 and Calculus. She participated and placed in the state math contest. She continues to push herself and understand complex concepts. She has found new ways to present material after we went to online learning. Her mathematical background will take her far in her chosen career path and her determination will allow her to be successful wherever she goes. Congratulations on being the Math student of the year.

**Jr. High Student:** Cooper Harriman

Cooper joined us mid-year and has continued to thrive and challenge himself through his mathematical learning. Cooper was placed in Algebra 1 and has thrived in an environment that allows him to think critically and answer complex questions. He approaches each new learning task with enthusiasm and is determined to find the answer. As he continues in his mathematical learning, Cooper is continuing to challenge himself in all that he does.
INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

High School Student:  Mickayla VanNatter
Mickayla has been an important part of the High School Band for the last four years. She takes on challenging material enthusiastically, and is always determined to perform at the highest level she can. Mickayla will be missed in the band room!

Jr. School Student:  Juliana Schiele
Through consistent effort and determination, Juliana has developed a fantastic sound on her instrument and is always working to refine her playing. Juliana made a very positive contribution to the Junior High Band this year, and has a solid skillset to take to the High School Band!

VOCAL MUSIC

High School Student:  Dom Ibarra
Dominic is this year’s Outstanding choir member for many reasons. He is a talented vocalist with a willingness to be a good teacher for the other men in his section. He prepared additional individual songs for public and community performances. His leadership in rehearsal and performance is exemplary and he is a real man who sings real loud.

Jr. High Student:  Micah Hebbert
Micah has grown into an excellent Jr high alto. And has earned the Jr High outstanding choir member award. She learns and carries her part very well, Micah leads her section and never fails to make entrances and correct pitches. Micah encourages her peers especially those with less experience.

ENGLISH

High School Student:  Jordan Sasso
Jordan goes above and beyond with every assignment. She never complains and completes work that is of the highest quality. She doesn’t settle for mediocrity; rather, she asks for extra assignments or enrichment materials. Jordan is simply a dream student who demonstrates excellence, every day, in every way.

Jr. High School Student:  Juliana Schiele
Juliana is an exceptional English student. Her passion for reading is impossible to understate. Juliana has shown a remarkable talent for language and writing. Her creativity and abilities with language show promise and talent beyond her years. Juliana is a positive force in the classroom, always eager to help her classmates and volunteer for discussion. Juliana has an exceptional eye for detail and will go far with her innate talents and positivity. It is my pleasure to recommend her for commendation.
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READING AWARD:

High School Student: Justin Miller
Justin Miller is dedicated, got all his assignments turned in during the Covid-19 Crisis, and has worked hard to be on-time and on the spot. He has kept up his reading for his reading class and has generally been an outstanding student checking in and working in each class every week.

Jr. High Student: BRADLEY ROBY
Bradley Roby is the reading student for the Junior High. He has been a funny light during this trying time in education. He has completed every assignment and worked hard to stay current in all his classes. He has gotten into a routine and usually has all of his assignments done by early Thursday morning. While in the building Bradley has always worked hard on his assignments and tried his very best to complete them.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SCIENCE

High School Student: Jordan Sasso
When choosing a science honors recipient, first I look at who is brave enough to take on two upper level science courses in one year. It’s a bonus if they do both classes well and show up everyday with a smile on their face and eagerness to learn. Jordan does just that. Even though Jordan believes that “science is her weakest subject” her ability to critically think and process new information has allowed her to have great success in the science classroom. Jordan is also able to effectively communicate with classmates and her teachers, a valuable skill in itself. These special qualities mentioned will take Jordan far in all of her classes, the rest of high school, and life itself. Congratulations Jordan Sasso on being Guernsey-Sunrise’s Science Honor Recipient.

Jr. High Student: Jordan Atwood
Jordan has a true love of learning and it shows in the area of science. She is naturally curious and asks critical questions about the subject matter. She goes above and beyond in completing her assignments accurately. She is a great encourager to her classmates and a gentle leader. Her classmates will often seek her out for help and she is always willing to lend a hand. She comes to class prepared and excited to learn each and every day. Her willingness to take on new challenges and work with others will help her not only in school but in life. Congratulations Jordan Atwood on being Guernsey-Sunrise’s Jr. High Science Honor Recipient.
BUSINESS

**High school student:** Laura Fairbanks
Laura spent three class periods every day in my classroom. During those three classes, she was eager to do her best work on assignments and turned her work in in a timely manner. She also showed her leadership skills in FBLA as our chapter president. She attended every meeting, event, and was always willing to participate and help when needed. Laura excelled in collaborating with her peers in a positive way in the classroom as well as in the FBLA organization.

**Jr. High Student:** Brooke Sterner
Despite her quietness, Brooke shared her ideas with the class and was always willing to help her classmates when needed.

---

SOCIAL STUDIES

**High school Student:** Afton Kelley
Afton goes the extra mile to apply her learning. Afton is able to use critical thinking skills to ask and complete assignments. She also uses multiple learning styles to show that she learned the material.

**Jr. High Student:** Jordan Atwood
Jordan comes to class prepared to learn every day. She participates in class discussions and helps her classmates when needed. When Jordan completes an assignment, she will always ask if there is something else she can work on.

---

SPANISH

To succeed in Spanish, one has to be hardworking, consistent, and to have the discipline to repeat the same information over and over and over and over and over again. The repetition is necessary to internalize the language. Spanish has a lot of weird rules and irregular words that don’t follow the weird rules. There are many students who have taken the time to study and memorize these to succeed in the language.

**High School Student:** Jordan Sasso
This award goes to Jordan Sasso because of her language abilities and her hard work. Also, for going out of her way to be an outstanding student. This included being an enthusiastic learner. She strived to reach her full Spanish potential and was committed to doing her best in the classroom. Following classroom rules, remaining focused, and being kind and helpful to fellow classmates is a need to be an outstanding student.

**Jr. High Spanish Student:** Rylie Thompson
This award goes to Rylie Thompson because of her language abilities and her hard work. Also, for going out of her way to be an outstanding student. This included being an enthusiastic learner. She strived to reach her full Spanish potential and was committed to doing her best in the classroom. Following classroom rules, remaining focused, and being kind and helpful to fellow classmates is a need to be an outstanding student.
FAMILY CONSUMER SCIENCE

High School Student: Sarina Lambert
Sarina has been a joy to have in class. She always gets her work done and well done. We have always had really good discussions. I have had Sarina in 2 classes this year and have enjoyed them very much. I wish her the best in her future endeavors.

Junior High- Liberty Whitebird
Liberty has been a delight to have in class this year. I like that she will voice her opinion and contribute to discussions. She gets her work done on time and done well. I hope to see her in more classes later.

---------------------------

INDUSTRIAL TECH

High School Student - Libby Logan
Libby Logan has excelled in the new AutoCAD course that was offered this year. She worked hard and was on her way to beginning 3D lessons before the pandemic stopped that from happening.

Jr. High School Student - Seth Lorenz
Seth Lorenz was a quiet but efficient worker in the shop room this year. He was in work mode from the moment class started until it ended, and was always willing to help his fellow classmates in any way.

---------------------------

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

High School Student - Jasmine Castellaw
Jasmine would have been the first one to tell you that she was lazy and didn't like to exercise. I watched Jasmine during our PE units of fitness, bowling, pickleball, and badminton. She improved greatly throughout all of these and I loved seeing her smile when she did well! What has impressed me the most is what she has done during online learning. She has been faithful about doing her walks and sending them to me. She went in the mornings it was nice out and she also went in the mornings it wasn't nice out. Jasmine - I am proud of the progress and success you have made in P.E. Congratulations on being the Physical Education student of the year.

JR. HIGH BOY - DAWSON BINGHAM
Dawson always came to PE ready to go and with a good attitude. He is a true team player and would play hard no matter who he is with and made good choices about how he should act.

JR. HIGH GIRL - JORDAN ATWOOD
Jordan is a very talented and hardworking individual. Always happy and welcoming of everyone in PE. She is never afraid to back down from a challenge and always willing to have a good attitude when things did not go her way and move on to the next thing.